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to over 100 jobs, from nurses, to musicians and arborists, opens up a world of possibilities. Flaps on every
page reveal what happens behind the scenes, whether at the fire station or a busy restaurant kitchen. Gives
children a sense of the rich array of jobs out there, while focusing on the things that most jobs have in
common - teamwork, communication and helping people. A fabulous addition to the popular Look Inside
series.
Look Inside a Construction Sites IR Dec 11 2020 This smart lift-the-flap book takes a good look inside a
building site, how it works and operates, what trucks and diggers are used for. See the same building site
as construction unfolds and learn about how a building (house or otherwise) is put together.
Look Inside an Airport Nov 21 2021
Look Inside a Building Site Mar 14 2021 Lift the flaps to explore all sorts of busy building sites, from a
house to a bridge to a soaring skyscraper. Find out how construction machines help buildings go up - and
how they knock them down.
Look Inside Trains Sep 07 2020 From traditional steam trains to super-fast bullet trains, this fact-filled
information book allows children to look inside locomotives and find out how they work. Young readers can
lift-the-flaps to discover fun facts and find out about the history of train travel.
Look Inside a Tree Apr 14 2021 Cutouts in board pages allow students to look inside a tree as they read
about the different parts of a tree.
The Flirting Bible Jul 26 2019 Become the People Magnet You’ve Always Wanted to Be! Want to make an
unforgettable first impression? Or learn how to speak in a way that makes you stand out in a crowd? Or find
out what signs a love interest might give if they’re attracted to you? You’ll learn all of these flirting secrets
and more with The Flirting Bible, your definitive guide to using and reading body language and other social
cues to find instant adventure, friendship, fun, and romance. Nationally renowned relationship expert Fran
Greene, former advice columnist for Match.com, will walk you through her thirteen tried-and-trusted
techniques for becoming the most confident and attractive person in the room (no matter if you think you
are or not!). You’ll learn how to: Make the perfect amount of eye contact to establish trust and intimacy Use
the “flirtatious handshake” to make a memorable impression Listen in a way that makes you a people
magnet Get conversations started and get noticed by using the props of flirting And so much more! Say
goodbye to intimidation and “hello!” to the mate of your dreams with The Flirting Bible—your secret
weapon to becoming the most fabulous flirt in town.
Look Inside Animal Homes Jul 18 2021 Lift the flaps to discover where different animals make their
homes, up high in trees, down deep under the ground, or under the sea in a coral reef. Find out how
animals in the freezing cold Arctic keep themselves warm, and those in scorching deserts stay cool. It's also

Look Inside the Ocean May 04 2020 Introduces the unusual plants and animals that make their home in
the ocean environment
Look Inside Feb 10 2021 The cutaway illustrations in this book allow our eyes to see what usually remains
hidden. They open up houses, bodies, and objects, and allow the individual parts to comprehensively
explain the whole. Looking at the outside of things such as architecture, anatomy, or vehicles does not
usually reveal much about their internal structures and functions. To learn more, we need to see inside
them. Look Inside features infographics that cut up or take apart their subjects and make them transparent.
The resulting cross sections and interior views present precise detail in multiple layers. Look Inside starts
with a discussion of Arnhem Land, the earliest known cutaway illustrations, showing that even 28,000 years
ago, humans had a fascination with how things internally work: the processes that are hidden from the
human eye. Including work from both centuries past and the cutting-edge present, Look Inside is an
unparalleled compendium of cutaway techniques and their wide-ranging applications. Works from JewishGerman physician Fritz Kahn's imagine the human body as a mechanized factory; Kahn's visual metaphors
show conveyor belts and offices instead of veins and valves. Exploded images of classic sports cars allows
Fabian Oefner to show every piece of the automotive puzzle from the body shell to individual tiny screws.
Richard Orr's scientific pieces represent the natural world and continue in the genre's traditional thread of
handmade illustrations; whether a beaver lodge or an arctic circle landscape, Orr presents a vivid natural
world or layers and scientific hierarchies. The luxurious collection within Look Inside was curated by
renowned information designers and creative directors, Samuel and Juan Velasco. The Velasco brothers
have provided invaluable and inspirational insight in the history and theory of cutaway illustrations and
visual storytelling.
Firefighter Ted Oct 28 2019 Burning toast, a sizzling sidewalk, volcanoes erupting at a science fair...
Danger lurks everywhere, and not a firefighter to be found. Ted knows it is time to become Firefighter Ted.
It’s the least a helpful bear can do. In this eBook with audio, the adorable Ted takes on an important job
with imaginative flair.
Look Inside Living Long Ago Oct 21 2021 Lift the flaps to reveal what life was like a long time ago in
various scenes from everyday life. The Look Inside series presents a lot of information in an entertaining,
interactive way. Bright, busy scenes with flaps that give the answer to questions -- and raise more
question...
Look Inside Jobs Aug 19 2021 Lift the flaps of this book and discover what grown-ups do, whether they
work by day or night, outdoors or indoors, up high or even under the ground. This fascinating introduction
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surprising to learn how many animals live inside your cosy home with you... An interactive yet informative
book about where different animals live. With over 80 flaps, children can discover how different animals
make, build or seek out their homes. Investigates lots of different habitats and animal types, including
insects such as bees, wasps and ants. Ideal for school studies and fun to dip into for pleasure.
Look Inside the Woods Jan 30 2020 Look through the trees, see under leaves and discover what's lurking
behind the bushes in this beautifully illustrated flap-book. Young nature lovers will enjoy opening the flaps
to discover hidden animals and amazing facts. Look out for birds, squirrels, foxes and bears and find out
how trees and woods help make our planet a better place to live.
You Will Be Able to Knit by the End of This Book Sep 27 2019 You want to learn to knit, but somehow you
always end up in a tangle of knotted yarn and baffled by complicated and conflicting advice. This beginner's
handbook goes back to basics, with clear step-by-step illustrations demonstrating how to cast on and how to
ace a range of stitches, while 15 easy projects allow you to practise your skills and build your confidence.
You Will Be Able to Knit by the End of This Book provides a simple guide to picking up your knitting needles
and getting started, and it helps to build your confidence slowly, as you practise and perfect skills and
techniques. By the end of the book, you will be able to knit a range of projects including a simple headband,
tablet case and even a doorstop. So take some time for yourself, learn a new skill, and enjoy crafting gifts
for your friends, family and home with this beautiful book by your side. Projects include: - Super chunky
scarf - Mittens - Blanket - Baby booties - Cushion - Hot water bottle case - Teddy - Triangle shawl
Fisher Price Little People Welcome To Our Town Big Flap Book Dec 23 2021 What's inside all the
buildings around town? Eddie, Maggie, and friends help kids find out. The Little People ¨ characters visit
five different town locales: the schoolhouse, firehouse, garage, farm, and market. Once they've explored the
outside of each location, kids turn a big flap to reveal what's in side the place being featured. Hundreds of
object labels and busy scenes make this book an interactive vocabulary-builder.
Look Inside Sports Jun 04 2020 A fun flap book that shows young children what goes on at major sporting
events and introduces them to a range of different sports Look Inside Sports features scenes that include
an Olympic style swimming pool, an athletics stadium, a ski slope, and a cycling velodrome. With over 100
flaps to lift, there's lots to discover on each brightly coloured page and plenty to keep curious minds
occupied.
Look Inside Nature Jun 16 2021 An inspiring book that explores the wonders of nature, with gorgeous
illustrations and ingenious flaps. Look up in the trees, behind the reeds or under the ground to see what's
living there, and discover how plants grow and make seeds. Full of surprises and beautifully designed flaps
to keep enquiring minds entertained. Over 50 flaps of different sizes and shapes to open and one big
gatefold. Young readers can discover amazing facts about birds, insects, mammals and reptiles, how they
hunt, fight and build homes, where they live and how they care for their young.
Look Inside Cars Nov 09 2020 A board book about cars and how they work with multiple flaps on each
page.
Look Inside Things that Go Oct 01 2022 Synopsis coming soon.......
Look Inside Your Body Jun 28 2022 Peek under all the flaps in these colorful and engaging books--perfect
for little fingers and curious minds.
Look Inside a Castle Dec 31 2019 This is an innovative flap book offering a fascinating glimpse behind the
scenes of a busy castle. Amid the hustle and bustle, find flaps beneath flaps and many more surprises to
keep enquiring minds entertained. Young readers can meet lords, ladies, knights and squires and find out
how they live, work, fight and relax in their magnificent castle home.
Don't Look Inside (Watch Out! the Monsters Are Taking Over Christmas) Aug 31 2022 Christmas-themed
board book with flaps and touch and feel.
The Tiny Book of Tiny Pleasures Sep 19 2021 A perfect gift book filled with whimsical, colorful illustrations,
short lists, cheerful prompts, recipes, and fun facts, The Tiny Book of Tiny Pleasures is the sweetest
reminder imaginable that it’s the little things in life that make us happy. Little things like sharing tea with a
friend. An ice cream cone with sprinkles. Finding a forgotten item of clothing in the closet. The smell in the
air right after a summer rain. Created by the editors of Flow magazine, The Tiny Book of Tiny Pleasures is a
celebration of slowing down and appreciating the simple moments of life—all you have to do is take notice.
metamaus-a-look-inside-modern-classic-maus-art-spiegelman

Can Dipsy Wear the Hat? Aug 26 2019
Look Inside Jan 12 2021 Look Inside is a 30-day devotional to help you end your war with the mirror. You
are not alone in your battle with body image. Yet, sometimes we find ourselves a little lost without anyone
to ask for help and the feelings of loneliness settle in. We begin to wonder where to go next and if we will
ever find our way back on the right path... With Biblical truth and gut-honest vulnerability about her own
personal battle, Cambria will help you: Stop feeling discouraged about your body and learn to make peace
with yourself today. Replace your tendency of feeling defeated over numbers on the scale with wisdom that
walks in victory. Overcome the fear of never being able to measure up to even your own standards by
setting a new standard - a standard of grace, not perfection. Recognize the lies that feed your insecurities
by fighting back with the truth of God's Word. Learn to stop agonizing over your refection by embracing
that God looks for beauty on the inside. Look Inside reminds us that we are created with the very
fingerprint of God upon us. Even when the mirror makes us feel insecure we can rest in the security that
the Creator of the heaven's and the earth has never spoken anything but words of beauty over you. So turn
your eyes away from the mirror and come, look inside.
Look Inside an Airport May 16 2021 Airports are thrilling and fascinating places for children, full of unusual
equipment, strange machines and - of course - lots of planes. This book allows young children to find out
more about how an airport works.
Look Inside Football Mar 26 2022 For children who want to lose themselves in a world of football, this
book covers football clubs, stadiums and even basic soccer skills. It is a fun-filled celebration of the world's
most popular sport played by women, men, boys and girls all over the world. Learn about the history of the
game, how footballs are made, and how YOU can become a top professional player. Find out how your local
club is run, visit a team's training ground, and pick up tips to sharpen your football skills.
Look Inside the Earth Apr 26 2022 Looks at the earth's layers, important resources, and natural cycles. On
board pages.
Look Inside a Farm May 28 2022 Peek behind the scenes of a busy farm as cows are fed and lambs are
playing in the fields. This fascinating flap book is perfect for little fingers and curious minds.
Indies Unlimited: Authors' Snarkopaedia Jun 24 2019 In Volume One of the Authors' Snarkopaedia,
sentences have been painstakingly crafted together using nouns, verbs and other words, bringing you
paragraphs of text. These paragraphs flow into pages of expert tips, advice and insight for authors at all
levels of the publication food chain. Any book can claim to offer this type of information, but they can't give
you what sets the Indies Unlimited Authors' Snarkopaedia above the rest: the "je ne sais squat" of the high
decorated staff of the Snarkology Department at the Indies Unlimited Online Academy. Their
groundbreaking and empirical research over the years sheds new and snarkified light on subjects ranging
from book publishing and marketing to the nuts and bolts of writing and technology. If you like information
to grab you by the throat and smack you in the face, the Indies Unlimited Authors' Snarkopaedia is the
reference book for you.
Look Inside the World of Bees Aug 07 2020 A gorgeously illustrated flap book that gives a glimpse into
the amazing and important world of bees. Why do bees have furry bodies? What happens inside a bee hive?
How do bees know where to find flowers? Find out all about the amazing world of bees in this illustrated
flap book for young children, with a focus on why bee are so important, and all the jobs they do that keep
the planet healthy.
Look Inside Space Jan 24 2022 Blast off into space with this fascinating flip book. Find out how the moon
was made, why stars shine and how we know so much about planets that are far, far away.
Look Inside Our World Jul 30 2022 Take a trip around the world in this fascinating book. Find out what
the Earth is made of, who lives in steamy rainforests, how rivers flow into the sea, and much more.
Look Inside: What Happens When You Eat BB Mar 02 2020 What happens when you eat? From the
very first bite, your food goes on an incredible journey inside you. Lift the flaps to find out about all the
extraordinary things that happen when you eat.
Look Inside Science Oct 09 2020 This inspiring flap book will introduce young children to the wonders of
science. Just open the pages and see for youself!
The First Lady of Underfashions Jul 06 2020 The First Lady of Underfashions is a nonfiction saga-like
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rages as to the use of fossil fuels versus the development of alternative forms of energy. Disagreement
continues about climate change. Opposing currents of opinion collide as to how much we should help other
areas in the world and how much to help ourselves. Basic values are in conflict. More than 40 years ago,
Jonas Salk understood that we are at a unique moment in the history of the human species. After centuries
of increase, population growth has begun to slow and is trending toward equilibrium. This change is
accompanied by an equally significant change in human values—a shift from those based on unlimited
availability of resources, unremitting growth, excess, independence, competition and short-term thinking to
those based on limits, equilibrium, balance, interdependence, cooperation and long-term thinking. This
momentous transition is the source of far-reaching tension and conflict. The way through this difficult era is
to understand its basis and to focus on new values that will be of the greatest benefit to humankind. There
is an urgency, however, and failure to adapt will result in disaster both for humanity and for the planet as a
whole. A New Reality delivers a message of both caution and hope. Readers across the social and political
spectrum will find it a reasoned and balanced counterpoint to current social and political trends. Its elegant
design and long-range perspective will appeal to general readers, policy makers, millennials, baby boomers,
teachers, and students, filling a need in the marketplace for a work of positivity and wisdom in otherwise
bleak times.
Look Inside a Hospital Feb 22 2022 Look Inside a Hospital is a fabulous addition to the Look Inside series, a
fascinating insight into what really goes on in a hospital and an important book for any child who might be
visiting ill relatives or need to go into hospital themselves. Find out what it's like to stay overnight, how
operations happen and where babies are born. Flaps on every page reveal intriguing action behind the
scenes, including where the surgeons get scrubbed up and where the vomit bowl is emptied! The
Emergency spread has a full page gatefold to show even more busy action. Includes internet links to
websites with video clips and activities to find out more about hospitals and meet patients, doctors and
nurses.
Look Inside London Nov 02 2022 Take a trip to London with this neat, lift-the-flap information book which
explores the UK catpital's most famous sites, including Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square and the
Tower of London. With lots of things to spot and talk about, including iconic red telephone boxes, red
double-decker buses and black cabs.

memoir written by Christina Erteszek and including excerpts from her parents' (Jan and Olga) unpublished
memoirs. It is a complex, layered, and nuanced story that bridges the violence of war, the innovation of
thought, the singularity of religion, the quest for identity, and the intrigues and intricacies of family life. Jan
and Olga escape from World War II Europe and arrive in the US with just a few dollars. They turn their
paltry savings into a multi-million-dollar fashion business. Olga becomes a leading patent holder of female
lingerie, a trendsetter in the industry, and is widely known for her innovative business tactics. But as this
husband-and-wife team think of retiring, they decide to merge with another fashion company, which proves
to be a fatal move when a loophole in the agreement allows for a hostile takeover. This is also a story of a
daughter's need to find herself. Along her path to self-discovery, she discovers her parents have many
secrets, some of which will never be revealed.
Living Long Ago Nov 29 2019 Looks at the details of everyday life in the past.
A New Reality Apr 02 2020 A New Reality: Human Evolution for a Sustainable Future provides a startling,
fresh new message of understanding, perspective and hope for today’s tense, rapid-fire, kaleidoscopically
changing world. A New Reality: Human Evolution for a Sustainable Future provides a startling, fresh new
message of understanding, perspective and hope for today’s tense, rapid-fire, kaleidoscopically changing
world. Drawn from the writings of visionary scientist Jonas Salk, who developed the polio vaccine, extended
and developed by his son Jonathan, the message of the book explodes from the past and sheds light on
tensions that besiege us and the currents of discord that are raging as these words are written. More
importantly, it indicates a way forward out of our current situation. Written by a world-famous doctor and
folk hero, based on population data, rich in visual imagery, elegantly designed, and clearly written, A New
Reality is unique in the marketplace. Readable in one or two sittings, it is accessible to the general reader
while at the same time being of essential value to policy makers and academics. Its brevity and simplicity of
design belie the importance and sophistication of its message. “We are at a point in the course of human
social evolution when the demands of survival converge with the higher ideals of humankind and the wellbeing and flourishing of human society. It is up to us to see that we navigate this transition, adapting to and
emerging in a new reality.” —A New Reality Our country is divided and polarized. Terrorism is a major
threat throughout much of the world. Mass migrations are causing national and international tension.
Population growth continues to increase, especially in the developing regions of the world. Controversy
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